A facilitated conversation—Harnessing Our Collective Power  
October 14th 9:30-12:00

Purpose

• Clarify the benefits TMC provides to its members
• Identify TMC’s greatest infrastructure needs and how to creatively navigate funding challenges
• Come away with concrete action steps to generate support for TMC

9:30-10:10 Setting the context

10:10-11:00 Fundraising envisioned
Let’s imagine it’s a year from now and TMC is enjoying funding support beyond its expectations. What is happening now that wasn’t happening last year? How are members contributing in new, creative ways? (not just dues/cash) How are external sources being tapped? What are some new external sources that are now contributing? How did we learn from and adopt fundraising best practices?

11:00-12:00 Next steps
What’s next? How do we get from ideas to action? Who will do what by when? Personal commitments—what are members willing to commit to doing in the next four weeks?